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The changing business context

Business model and competitive issues

Technology-driven issues

• Two speed demand and growth markets

• Real-time market price, revenue, cost and customer
analytics and cognitive computing supporting critical
finance and business decision making

• Products or services to products + services
• Convergence across industries and obliteration of
traditional industry boundaries
• Competing on design and experiences
• Activism and capital allocation
• Talent: changing workforce demographics and war for
talent
Finance operations issues
• Digital Finance: Cloud, RPA, Blockchain, Cognitive and
In-memory
• Accounting for complex product service combinations
• Developing the next generation of leaders across
multiple/different locations, cultures and generations

• Real-time insight and empowered investor
• The internet of things drives new levels of asset
efficiency and new models of competition
• Mastering social, mobile, analytics and cloud

Regulatory, demographic and macroeconomic
issues
• The “bathtub” recovery, new “normal” and contestible
markets
• Fracturing of countries, markets and regulations—
“globalization and its discontents”
• Increasing regulatory demands—real time monitoring
through IT
• Critical resource constraints—water, energy, minerals
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Continues to drive changing expectations of CFOs

Catalyst
Catalyze behaviors and
change across the
organization to execute
strategic and financial
objectives

Steward
Protect and preserve the critical
assets of the organization and
accurately report on financial
position and operations to internal
and external stakeholders
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Strategist
Provide financial leadership in
determining strategic business
direction, M&A, financing, capital
market and longer-term
strategies vital to the future
performance of the company

Operator
Balance capabilities, talent, costs,
and service levels to fulfill the
finance organization’s core
responsibilities efficiently
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Four different postures for the CEO-CFO partnership
Responder
Provide analytic
and information
systems support
at the request of
the business

Challenger
Critically examine the
proposals from the
businesses to assess if they
realistically create value

Transformer
Enable new product
service offerings
through finance or IT
strategy that enable
differentiation

Architect
Find ways to
address a business
problem with a
finance solution
and get to yes
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Framing strategic opportunities together

• What are the dominant constraints on the growth of our organization, and how can we use
finance to push back the constraints?
• What is the dominant uncertainty facing our organization, and how can we help structure
and navigate the uncertainty?
• What are the areas of spend with greatest uncertainty on returns, and how can we reduce
uncertainty in the value of spend?

• What could disrupt our organization, and how will we respond?
• If we double or halve the size of our organization will we rescale flexibly and create more
value for stakeholders?
• What should we have on our kill list?
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Framing a strategy process – see Laffley and Martin: Playing to
Win

What is our
WINNING
aspiration?

• The right playing field: What will we offer
‒ Geographies, product categories, consumer segments,
channels, vertical stages of production
Where will
we play?

• The purpose of our
organization:
‒ Our guiding aspirations

• The set of capabilities required to succeed:
How will
we win?

• What makes us distinctively better:
‒ Our value proposition
‒ Our service delivery

‒ Our reinforcing activities
‒ Our specific configuration
What
capabilities
must be in
place?

What are the
priority
initiatives?
• The support systems
‒ Systems, structures, and measures
required to support our choices
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Corporate

Beyond strategy – capital allocation and strategy must be
aligned
Strategic
planning
• What is our
winning
aspiration?

Business unit

• Where will we
play?
− Value chain
− Ecosystem
− New markets

Financial planning
• What strategies
are likely to
deliver the
highest returns
where ROIC
exceeds WACC?

Evaluation
Governance and feedback – at board,
executive, and business unit management
levels

Prioritization

• What are the cash
flow implications
of different
portfolio options?

Framing
Projects
• Are projects
aligned with the
strategy?

• What is the
prioritization
process for the
project portfolio?

• What capabilities
must we have?

• How should we
source capital and
finance different
strategies?

• What
management
systems do we
need?

• Do the projects
create value? How
do you account
for options?

• What key risks
and assumptions
effect strategies?

• Do the business
case templates
allow for
comparisons?

• How will we win?

• What is our
capital allocation
life-cycle?
• How are we
modeling our
“known knowns”
and “known
unknowns”?
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• Are forecasts,
risks
and project
execution
capabilities
believable?

• What is the
benefit to cost
ratio versus
payback period?
• What is the
resiliency of a
given portfolio of
projects?
• What is the value
at risk in the
project portfolio,
and how can we
minimize risks?

Tracking
Execution
• What are the key
actions to
execute the
project portfolio?

• What are the key
stage gates?

• What are the
returns on our
investments to
date?
• How should we
adjust future
capital
allocations?
• How does the
market, board,
and management
perceive our
results?

• Are projects
hitting key
budget, cost, and
return
milestones?
• What
considerations
determine
continuation or
stopping of a
project?
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Today CEOs and CFOs are working more and more to transform
and role model “winning cultures”

Beliefs
Current: “We are special and
different”

Behaviors
Outcomes
Current: Silo behaviors across Current: High ERP expenses
businesses

Desired: We are special in
product development – but
business systems can be
shared

Desired: Collaboration across
businesses
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Desired: Shared systems and
services reduce costs
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CFOs also have to drive change in systems and processes and
overcome resistance
The wheel of woe: Key execution risks

Deloitte University Press | dupress.com
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Conclusions

• CEOs and CFOs need to partner more in establishing robust strategy and execution
processes.

• Agree with the CEO in advance on your posture as a CFO and role in strategy and change
initiatives.

• World class leadership teams not only have clear strategies – but embed the mindset and
behaviors to win across the organization.
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Contact and resource information

Sanford A. Cockrell III
National Managing Partner, US CFO Program Deloitte LLP
Global CFO Program Leader, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu limited
scockrell@deloitte.com
Twitter: @sanfordcockrell
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/sanfordcockrell
Subscribe to CFO Insights, our biweekly CFO Program publication:
http://www.deloitte.com/cfoinsights/subscribe
Follow the Deloitte University Press Executive Transitions Collection:
http://dupress.com/collection/executive-transitions/
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